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L

ooking for a great introduction to India? Join us for this insider experience of 			
Rajasthan’s most compelling sights.

We think Rajasthan is one of the greatest shows on earth. With its vibrant colourful towns, ancient sandcastle forts, untamed
desert scenery, and swathes of scarlet, fuchsia, and marigold in its textiles and landscapes, Rajasthan engages all your senses.
It’s also jam packed with an outstanding assortment of cultural sites and varied experiences. Step into fabulously photogenic
Old Delhi, visit its grand temples, and feel the pulse of the city’s creative scene. Admire the awe-inspiring Taj Mahal. Dip
into the extravagant lifestyle of the Rajput maharajas in the splendidly pink city of Jaipur. Take it slow in Narlai among the
village life and on a temple trek. And finally, take in the iconic view of Jodhpur’s blue-block houses from the ramparts of the
spectacular Mehrangarh Fort.
More than just a collection of sites, Rajasthan is a bold, bright, vibrant experience. Throughout this trip, you’ll be in the
hands of expert hosts and guides who love to share their own India, at a relaxed and comfortable pace. Make this the trip
to India you’ve always wanted to take.

Tour Leader
A keen Rajasthani horse polo player, Shiv Pratap Singh is involved in the preservation
and curation of the region’s art and architecture including his family’s holdings. His
extensive personal connections to people and places ensure very special insider moments
for our travellers.
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Qutab
Minar

Signature Moments

Our Route

Stay in a gorgeous, restored palace-fort hotel
PAKISTAN

Marvel at the Taj Mahal at dusk and dawn

Delhi
Jaipur

Enjoy heritage walks with expert guides

Jodhpur
Narlai
Udaipur

Explore Old Delhi by rickshaw

NEPAL
Agra

Bhainsrorgarh

Varanasi

INDIA

Counting cows and camels on the road to Jaipur

Mumbai
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Udaipur

Detailed Itinerary
Days 1 – 2: Getting into India
You are welcomed at the airport on arrival and escorted
to your hotel. The next day get a taste of the tremendous
vitality and diversity of the capital. Travel the winding streets
of Old Delhi by rickshaw and visit India’s largest mosque. See
the famous Qutab Minar, the magnificent monument built
by conquering Mughal leaders, now a protected UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Visit the Gandhi Museum showcasing
the life and principles of Mahatma Gandhi. Witness the acts
of devotion at the Sikh Temple Gurudwara Bangla Sahib.
Overnight:
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Days 3 – 4: The Taj Mahal and the Red Fort
On Day 3, marvel at the Bahai’ Lotus Temple in South
Delhi then head out to Agra by private car. Explore Emperor
Abkar’s Agra Fort, a grand monument with colossal double
walls rising over 60 feet. Inside, explore the splendid mosques
and palaces of red sandstone and white marble. Marvel at
your first sunset view of the Taj Mahal from the Mehtab Bagh
garden complex across the river. In the early morning of Day
4, take in the mesmerizing views of the Taj Mahal at sunrise –
the marble monument to love reflecting rose and gold
tints. Enjoy a heritage walk in Agra’s back lanes to see
traditional artisans at work.
Overnight:
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Days 5 – 6: City of arts & architecture
On the drive to Jaipur on Day 5, see the abandoned World
Heritage Site of Fatehpur Sikri, a peaceful 16th C walled city
filled with courtsand palaces and the spectacular Abhaneri
Step Well with 11 levels of zigzagging steps to the water-filled
basin; a 10thC engineering and geometric wonder. Spend all
of Day 6 in the pink city, visit the magnificent Amber Fort
with its exquisite decorations, see the elegant Rajput City
Palace, visit a block print textile studio, and dive into the
colourful bazaars.
Overnight:
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner

GandhiMemorial
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Day 7: Royal vibes, Rajasthani Style
Head into rural Rajasthan toward Bundi to visit the
crumbling but deeply evocative Garh palace complex
and the town’s famed stepwells, a geometric marvel.
The fascinating old town is a labyrinth of laneways and
colourful blue-washed buildings. Stop at the 10thC Badoli
Temples to see the exquisitely carved stonework. Enjoy a
stay at one of India’s very best heritage hotels, a romantic
rambling palace with a spectacular view.
Overnight:
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch
Days 8 – 9: City of Lakes
Continue by road to the lovely lakeside city of Udaipur.
Take a boat cruise on Lake Pichola for first views of the
glistening white palace. On Day 9 visit the interior of the
magnificent City Palace, a massive complex of buildings
overlooking the lakes, explore the picturesque lanes of
lined with colourful palaces and delve into the bustling
bazaars. Udaipur has a quieter vibe, lending itself
perfectly to independent exploration.
Overnight:
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Days 10 – 11: Village Life
Continue by road on Day 10, stopping to marvel at the
1444 carved marble pillars at the Ranakpur Jain Temple
set in the forest. Relax in a restored royal hunting lodge
tucked away in the scenic Aravali hills. When you arrive,
take a walk in the village. On Day 11, explore the tranquil
countryside and feel the authentic rural Rajasthan.
Feeling energetic? climb to the top of Elephant hill
and see the cave temple.
Overnight:
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
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Marvel at the Amer Fort, a magnificently
preserved complex of palaces, halls, pavilions,
gardens, and temples. Carved marble panels,
ivory inlaid sandalwood doors, and mirrored
ceilings are just some of the entrancing
decorations we’ll see at the Fort.

Amer Fort,
Jaipur
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Day 12 – 13: Deep Blue
Day 12 starts with a colourful drive through Rajasthani
villages – there’s always lots to look at on the road from
decorated vehicles to meandering cows. In Jodhpur, take
an evening walk with a heritage guide in the seductive old
city. On Day 13, marvel at the towering Meherangarh Fort,
the inspiration for Kipling’s The Jungle Book, dive into the
Sadar Market for fabrics, bangles, spices, and crafts, and
stroll the peaceful Mandore Gardens with its abandoned
temples and rock terraces.
Overnight:
Meals: Breakfast, Dinner
Day 14: Depart Jodhpur
Transfer to the Jodhpur airport for international departure
or onward travel in India.

Note: The itinerary and accommodation described in this
tour brochure are subject to change due to due to logistical
arrangements and to take advantage of local events.

Brihadishwara Temple

Saag paneer

Biryani
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This tour is eligible
for the WEC 5% credit.
Read all about the
Worldwide Quest
Explorer’s Club here.
Every booking earns
WEC status!

Stepwell

Tour Details
Tour Cost (per person): Approx. US$2725
Includes all taxes and gratuities.

Single Supplement: US$1050
We would be happy to try to match you with a suitable roommate. If we are unable to, the single supplement
will apply. This will be collected at 90 days prior to departure.

Group Size:
6 – 10 participants

What’s Included:

Not Included:

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airport transfers for passengers arriving and
departing as per the group itinerary
Accommodation based on double occupancy in hotels
as listed or similar
Transportation by comfortable air-conditioned coach
Meals as noted in the itinerary including bottled
water and tea
Bottled water on the coach
All activities as indicated in the itinerary
All entrance fees to sites visited with the group
Services of specialized English-speaking guides
Gratuities for escort, local guides, drivers, hotel,
and group meals
Applicable taxes at time of writing
Fully escorted by Worldwide Quest leader

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roundtrip airfare from your home to the tour
start and end points
Meals other than those mentioned above
Beverages with meals
Visa fee
Fuel surcharges, if applicable
Excess baggage charges
Items of a personal nature
Travel insurance
Additional arrangements required due to any
emergency or other situation
Any item not mentioned in “what’s included”

Payment Details:
A deposit of US$500 per person is required to reserve
your space on this tour. A payment of us$1000 is due six
months prior to departure. The balance is due 90 days
prior to departure.
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What to Expect

Joining Instructions
This tour begins with our briefing on
Day 1. Please ensure that you arrive
in Delhi the evening prior to join the
group. All travellers arriving on the
start date of the tour will be met on
arrival and transferred to the group
hotel. This transfer is included in the
cost of the tour. When you book the
designated pre-trip accommodation
with Worldwide Quest, your transfer
from the airport to our group hotel on
arrival is included. If you are making
your own pre-trip arrangements, this
transfer can be provided at additional
cost. The tour concludes with a single
complimentary transfer from the hotel
to the Jodhpur airport on day 14. Please
contact us to verify timing of this
transfer prior to making any
flight arrangements.

Accommodation

Level of Activity: Moderate
A good level of fitness is important
for this trip. You must be comfortable
walking on uneven terrain and
irregular paving at a leisurely for at
least two hours at a stretch. In many
places access to sites is only on foot.

We stay in carefully selected
comfortable and well-located hotels
to provide a safe and enjoyable
experience. All hotels have in-house
restaurants and guest rooms have
private facilities and WiFi.

Transportation

Weather

We will be travelling in a comfortable
air-conditioned vehicle driven by a
professional driver.

Travel Documents
COVID-19 Entry and Travel
Requirements
All travellers on Worldwide Quest
tours are required to be fully
vaccinated and prepared to show
proof of vaccination as per local
regulations. Please refer to these
websites for current requirements:

We expect a mix of sun and cloud
with average daytime temperatures
between 27°C and 30°C and overnight
temperatures of about 16°C.

Tourism Industry
Association of Ontario

You will require a passport for
this trip. Please ensure it is valid
for at least 6 months beyond your
scheduled return home. Canadian
and USA passport-holders require a
tourist visa for India. We will provide
instructions for obtaining the visa
online prior to departure.

#SafeTravels
Worldwide Quest has been awarded
the World Travel and Tourism
Council’s #SafeTravels Stamp for
adopting health and hygiene global
standardized protocols. Learn more.

India: https://www.cgitoronto.gov.in/
docs/1606322303FAQs-%20Travel%20
to%20india%20(25%20November).pdf
Canada: https://travel.gc.ca/travelcovid
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Additional Info
Extend your Stay
If you are interested in exploring more of this region, we would be happy
to design a personalized extension for you either before or after this tour.
Please let us suggest some options, based on your time available, budget
and interests.

Terms and Conditions
For additional information about our terms and conditions, please refer
to your booking form, the current brochure or our website. All participants
booking with Worldwide Quest are covered by the terms of the Ontario
Travel Industry Act (Worldwide Quest International, Ontario - License
# 2667946). See full details here.

Cancellation Policy
All payments are non-refundable, however you may transfer your initial
deposit for any land tour to another tour 90 days or more prior to your
scheduled departure date. Initial deposits for cruises are non-refundable
and non-transferable. Your second payment and your final payment are
non-refundable and non-transferable. If you cancel within 90 days prior to
trip departure, all associated trip costs are non-refundable. In the event of a
cancellation, you must notify Worldwide Quest immediately and in writing.
See full details here.

Travel Insurance
We urge you to ensure that you have adequate cancellation and medical
insurance in place, should an unexpected event cause you to cancel or
interrupt your trip or should the tour not be operable per our terms
and conditions. We will offer you Manulife insurance coverage. Medical
insurance including emergency medical evacuation coverage is mandatory
on all our tours.

Worldwide Explorers Club

Can’t make the
dates of this tour?

Make it a Private Journey!

We can plan this tour:
•
•
•

For your dates
For your specific interests
And we deliver all our
signature touches…

We’ll tailor most of our small
group tours to suit your time
frame, budget, and interests,
or plan a completely customized
itinerary to suit your exact
specifications. With a Worldwide
Quest Private Journey, you
have the same attention to
detail, logistical expertise, and
imaginative details of our small
group tours, expertly designed
especially for you, as a couple,
a family, or a group of friends.
Private Journeys are surprisingly
affordable. Please call us to
get started.

Travel twice with us and you become a member of the
Worldwide Explorers Club. Earn 5% off all your subsequent
eligible group tours. Look for the WEC icon to find your next
tour. The bonus is non-transferable and cannot be used in conjunction
with any other discount or credit. Note that some exceptions may apply.
Members also get access to special offers and exploratory tours.

How to Book
Please contact the Worldwide Quest office for more information and to
secure your booking.

1-800-387-1483 | 416-633-5666
travel@worldwidequest.com
TICO#: 2667946
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The Worldwide Quest Experience
Designing travel is an art and a craft. It’s creating a combination of special unforgettable
experiences complemented by flawless technical proficiency. Making sure you travel well is a skill
that comes with insider knowledge, know-how and imagination. It’s something we’ve been doing
since 1970; creating unique itineraries for curious travellers to some of the world’s most intriguing
destinations. Every trip we create features these essentials:
DISCOVERY AND ENRICHMENT

Our expert leaders and hosts, both North American
and local, bring scholarship, specialized knowledge, and
congeniality. They ensure not only that all the details of
your travels are flawlessly taken care of but also provide
a grass roots understanding of the context of what you’re
seeing and experiencing.

RESPONSIBILITY

We consider the impact of our travels on the places we
visit and travel to reduce our footprint. We connect with
local communities where we travel.

SMALL GROUP SIZE

Small truly is beautiful. Small allows us the joy of intimate
experiences in accommodation and touring. Small means
we can all sit around a table for meals and get to know
each other, to hear what our tour leaders are saying, ask
questions, and delve deeper.

VALUE

We respect the investment you make in your travels. It’s
important to us that you are delighted by your experience;
that your anticipation is not only satisfied but rewarded.
We strive to fill our tours with Signature Moments that
you carry home in your heart.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

We design each and every itinerary we offer and we offer an outstanding variety of unique experiences on every journey.
We relentlessly stay abreast of accommodation choices for exceptional location, quality and service. We constantly monitor
destination developments for special opportunities and any changes in security.
Because we manage the quality of the experience on all our Small Group Tours and Private Journeys firsthand, we are
confident that we will meet your expectations. We respect your time and your budget and are keenly aware that your travel
dreams are precious. Travellers who enjoy the Worldwide Quest experience return to us to enjoy our fine portfolio of tours
because they know where ever they travel around the world we deliver what we promise.

We invite you to call us, email us, or visit us in our
Toronto office and let your travels begin…
1-800-387-1483 | 416-633-5666
travel@worldwidequest.com
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